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SAGRERA

Sagrera is a modular fence that delimits areas in the form of a
robust, fortified stockade. The reflection of the light on the variable folds of the vertical posts produces an effect of movement and
lightness. The spacing between the modules is the same as the separation between the vertical balustrades, thus ensuring the visual
continuity of the unit and accentuating its barrier function with
the transparency generated by a trellis structure.

Material

It was designed as a proposal for
fencing a school enclosure in a
landscaping project for the new Sagrera railway station in Barcelona,
after which it is named.

Single block of concrete reinforced
with stainless steel. Mould finish,
with no surface treatment and in the
standard Escofet chart colours.
Installation

Installed by recessing the modules
in a continuous “in situ” concreThe modules, anchored to a contite foundation strip of 60 x 60 cm
nuous concrete foundation, adapt
well to any course, whether straight, leaving a space of 12 cm between
circular or in the presence of diffe- modules and with the top of the
rences in level of the existing topo- baseboard flush with the level of the
paving. The solid part of the basegraphic relief.
board admits an increase in length
Emotional
of up to 70 cm in the event of requiThe result is a stockade in which
ring a greater height. In this case,
the play of light and shadow bring
one part of the baseboard rises abodynamism to an enclosure with
ve the paving.
greater opacity than a metal fence.
Versatile

SAGRERA

Origin

SAGRERA

SAGRERA

1. Fence

Sagrera fence
Dimensions

98 x 20 x 245 (315) cm

Weight

670 kg

1.1 General features
Material

Reinforced concrete

Fixing

Finish

Out of mold and waterproofed

Colours

GR. Grey

NG. Black

BL. White

BG. Beige

1.2 Installation system

Hoisting
(P= 670 kg)
Installation
Excavate the land, place the piece and perform
concreting and delivering the pavement.

Embedded
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1.3 Geometry

Sagrera fence
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Warranty

5 years in all its components.
The names, trademarks and industrial models of the products have been logged in the corresponding registers.
The technical information provided by Escofet about its
products can be modified without prior notice.
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